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The ASUM Office of
Transportation and University of
Montana administration and
finance are working together to
assess the future costs and man-
agement of UM transportation,
ASUM President Andrea Helling
said.
Helling said that ASUM
Transportation and UM adminis-
tration formed a work group this
spring to address the future needs
of campus transportation. She said
the work group would like to form
a permanent committee to “insti-
tutionalize their (the administra-
tion’s) contribution and give them
joint programmatic and budgetary
oversight.”
Bob Duringer, vice president for
administration and finance, over-
sees the transportation work group
and said the group is creating a
“multi-year plan” for the future of
campus transportation. 
“If the University is going to put
more money into the deal, we’re
going to want a part in the man-
agement,” Duringer said.
However, Duringer said there
were a lot of questions that would
have to be answered before such a
partnership would exist, such as
the amount of funds that would
come from each party. 
Helling said if ASUM were to
form the committee with the
administration, ASUM would
hope to maintain a student 
majority on the committee. 
Helling said that over the past
two years, UM administration has
“generously” donated funds to
ASUM Transportation to offset
the costs of Park-N-Ride expan-
sions to serve the Lewis and Clark
Village. The money UM adminis-
tration donated, she said, amounts
to approximately the cost of one-
half of a 35-foot U-Dash bus. 
“The problem is we (ASUM
Transportation) are at capacity
right now,” Helling said.
ASUM Vice President Cedric
Jacobson, an ex-officio member of
the Transportation Board along
with Helling, said ASUM
Transportation began as a
“demonstrational project.” He
said ASUM gave less than 3,000
rides its first year and currently
gives more than a quarter million
rides per year.
Helling said it isn’t fair for only
students to bear the brunt of
ASUM Transportation’s rising
costs, and added that the prospec-
tive annual budget of ASUM
Transportation in 10 years will be
about $900,000.
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The Pickle Barrel and
University of Montana student
Abdulaziz Aljama have made
peace. 
After several days of media-
tion, the Saudi student formally
accepted a written apology from
the restaurant that refused him
service on March 17. 
“From the very beginning
we’ve always contended that
we’re just trying to get through
this and put it behind us,” said
Pickle Barrel owner John Wills,
who is also an accounting associ-
ate at UM.  “(Aljama) is more
than welcome to come back if he
chooses to in the future.”
At the suggestion of Missoula
Mayor John Engen, Wills,
Aljama, Pickle Barrel manager
Ryan Dutton and Director of
International Programs Mehrdad
Kia worked with a professional
mediator to craft a statement that
would be acceptable to both sides,
said UM Vice President Jim
Foley, who helped coordinate the
mediation. 
The men talked to the mediator
individually rather than as a
group, but Foley said everyone
involved was committed to find-
ing a solution. 
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UM ponders transportation needs
Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin 
Bus driver Todd Burritt lets UM junior Jesse Thorpe off the Bio Bus at his stop on East Broadway Avenue Monday. The ASUM Office of Transportation is working with University administration to create a 
committee to handle transportation finances.  
Bus-tin’ a Move
BLACKSBURG, Va. – A gun-
man massacred 32 people at
Virginia Tech in the deadliest
shooting rampage in modern U.S.
history Monday, cutting down his
victims in two attacks two hours
apart before the university could
grasp what was happening and
warn students.
The bloodbath ended with the
gunman committing suicide,
bringing the death toll to 33 and
stamping the campus in the pictur-
esque Blue Ridge Mountains with
unspeakable tragedy, perhaps for-
ever.
Investigators gave no motive
for the attack. The gunman’s name
was not immediately released, and
it was not known whether he was
a student.
“Today the university was
struck with a tragedy that we con-
sider of monumental proportions,”
Virginia Tech President Charles
Steger said. “The university is
shocked and indeed horrified.”
But he was also faced with dif-
ficult questions about the universi-
ty’s handling of the emergency
and whether it did enough to warn
students and protect them after the
first burst of gunfire. Some stu-
dents bitterly complained they got
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WRC leader has admitted to
its own ineffectiveness
Despite the good intentions of
Students for Economic and Social
Justice, it appears that they have
not realized that the Worker
Rights Consortium has been inef-
fective thus far. Scott Nova, the
executive director of the WRC,
recently spoke about the WRC
regulatory codes. He admitted that
the current codes have not worked
and will not work in the future.
Under the codes, factories are
often left with a new set of rules,
but no money to comply with
them.  “There has been next to no
progress in the last five years,”
stated Nova. As such, the WRC
has begun working on a new pro-
gram that would require manufac-
turers to pay their factories
enough to comply with WRC
standards.  
With new costly regulations
imposed on businesses, the WRC
will worsen the situation. It is
almost certain that businesses will
not like the idea of being forced to
pay more money to their factories.
The WRC has no enforcement
mechanism, as recognized in its
own code. Action therefore
depends on colleges to act out on
the information provided by the
WRC about their apparel compa-
ny. Without company support,
however, the WRC is not even
allowed to inspect factories to
report to colleges.
The truth is that low-paying
jobs by our standards are often the
best option available to poor, for-
eign citizens.  By improving man-
agement in sweatshops and work-
ing with factory-monitoring agen-
cies, businesses may be able to
improve the standard of living in
poor areas. However, the WRC
does not and will not accomplish
this with its current approaches.
The WRC was estimated to cost
the University of Montana around
$2,400 per year. President George
Dennison would be able to save
time by just throwing that money
away.
– Nicholas Kallem,
junior, mathematics
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Editorial
UM should keep pushing 
for final asbestos review About a year ago I had one of those nights when I
got so drunk I became clairvoyant. I made exciting
predictions like, “I’m going to fall onto that table,”
and, “I won’t remember any of this.”
Both came true (though oddly I remember making
the predictions, which doesn’t make a lot of sense
when you think about them).
Everyone has one of these nights, or several, for
that matter. That’s just what we do here at the
University of Montana. We sleep, we learn and then
we damage brain cells.
And you know who is just like us when it comes to
getting a crazy drinking night on? Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales.
Seriously, after reading reports about his recent 25-
page statement to Congress, I am sure that before
Alberto fired eight U.S. attorneys for political rea-
sons, he hit the Maker’s Mark like an Irishman from
Butte. (I know, an Irishman from Butte would hit the
Jack Daniel’s. But this man has class, what can I
say?)
According to the Associated Press, Alberto claims
in the statement that he cannot recall if he was
involved in the decision of who would be fired, but
he added that nothing was illegal about the whole
thing.
How cliche: A guy claiming that he can’t remem-
ber anything from a night of drinking, but he’s sure
that everything he did was perfectly legal. 
I won’t stand for it. Really, how dare a Republican
make himself sound just like a Kennedy after a frat
party?
Alberto also said he might not be able to answer
some questions about his role in the latest addition to
the Bush administration’s Tapestry of Triumph,
because he has not reviewed the transcripts of what
his staff has already told Congress. Convenient.
This proves one universal truth: No one wants to
hear about crap they said when they were drunk.
Same thing happened to me. When I had that night
of beer-based belligerence, my friends attempted to
regale me with tales of my night. Fingers firmly in
ears, I told them to shut up, because if I had wanted
to remember any of that night I would have stopped
after drinking five straight shots of Jager.
So of course Alberto hasn’t read any of his staff’s
transcripts. That would be like watching a videotape
of Vegas.
I can picture Alberto’s reaction to the whole
firestorm that his deeds have caused. “Wait,” he must
have said. “When did I fire a bunch of attorneys? Oh,
that night? Well, I mean, I was drunk.”
Remember, however, evolution has added a safety
net for our consciousness. The worst part of that fate-
ful night – the one he’d like to be gone forever –
would surely be missing. Thus: “You’re telling me I
made out with Wolfowitz? Gross.”
There really can’t be any other explanation for not
remembering what your motives were for firing peo-
ple, or if you were even behind it (*cough* Rove
*cough*). That’s why Alberto needs to be like
Britney Spears and get on the “Blame the Bottle
Bandwagon” as soon as possible.
Can’t you hear him at that press conference: “I
want to say that I have a problem with alcohol, a dis-
ease affecting many Americans … ” blah, blah, bull-
shit. But it sells.
Because if this recent bender of greatness wasn’t a
byproduct of alcohol, then Alberto’s transcended
reality to become the dumbest man in Washington.
Aside from his boss, that is.
– Pat Duganz in a senior in print journalism.
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Even the attorney general can have a bad night
Prezant Associates’ final report is nearly a year overdue, and
it’s time they receive the failing grade they deserve.
Concerns over asbestos contamination in the Clapp Building
arose almost two years ago when renovations exposed some
asbestos fireproofing. The University of Montana brought in the
Montana Department of Labor and Industry and the Montana
Department of Environmental Quality to do testing. Both agen-
cies found the building to be safe.
Then, when faculty members with offices in the building
requested that a third party be brought in, UM hired Prezant
Associates – which has since been bought out by RGA
Environmental Inc. – and paid an initial fee of $2,000 for anoth-
er air-quality report.
Dan Corti, UM director for environmental health and risk man-
agement, says UM has never received a final draft of that report.
Jerry McCaslin, the general manager of RGA Environmental,
says his company filed a final report, but UM requested so many
minor changes the company became frustrated.
Regardless of which account is true, UM has reached a point
where it should pursue one of two options. Either take a hard line
with Prezant and demand the report – via legal action if need be
– or look into hiring another company to complete the work
Prezant left unfinished.
While it’s true that two agencies have already found the build-
ing to be safe, UM obviously felt that faculty concerns over those
reports were important enough to hire Prezant. If those concerns
were valid enough to merit action and expense a year ago, they
are legitimate enough to merit the same response now. The
process has simply dragged on for far too long, especially con-
sidering it is an issue that could affect employee and student
health.
It is negligent for UM to leave faculty, students and staff con-
cerned, and it is worth the money and time to ensure that the job
is done right and people’s minds are put to rest.
– Keriann Lynch,
news editor
Letters 
to the editor
Success of ASUM a team
effort by entire senate
I am humbled by the editorial
in Thursday’s Kaimin addressing
my term as ASUM president.
The success of an ASUM presi-
dent can be credited to the peo-
ple we represent and the people
we work with. At the end of the
day, it might be my name that
ends up in the Kaimin as a repre-
sentative of ASUM, but ulti-
mately it is the teamwork among
the ASUM executives (Vice
President Cedric Jacobson and
Business Manager Bryce
Bennett) and the direction we
are given from our dedicated
senators that guides our success.
It has been my pleasure to
serve students for this last year.
Holding public office is a
tremendous opportunity and
challenge. We do not take light-
ly the positions we hold or the
decisions we make.
Representing 14,000 students is
not an easy task and we never
please everyone. My term in
office is almost over and yet
there are so many things I want-
ed to accomplish but was not
able to. I wish the best of luck
to next year’s executives and
senate and hope they find their own
success in continuing the relation-
ships we have built as well as devel-
oping some of their own.
I would like to thank everyone
who contributed to the practice
of shared governance and helped
to make this year both rewarding
and educational. Finally, thank you
for giving me the opportunity to
serve as your ASUM president.
P.S. – ASUM elections are on
April 25 and 26. Don’t forget to
vote on Cyberbear!
– Andrea Helling,
ASUM president
The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should
be about 700 words. Please include  contact phone number
when submitting letters and guest columns. Please e-mail
both to letters@kaimin.umt.edu, or drop them off 
in Journalism 107.
 
The Students for Economic and
Social Justice seem infatuated
with the theatrics of social move-
ments. Unfortunately, the SESJ
seems less concerned about actu-
ally building support for their
cause, establishing a solid argu-
ment and investigating the possi-
ble outcomes of joining the
Worker Rights Consortium.
The University of Montana
boasts an extremely liberal popu-
lation, yet the SESJ has failed to
gain momentum in negotiations
and student support. I contend this
is not the fault of anyone except
the SESJ itself. The SESJ has
given a number of public perform-
ances that function only to reduce
their effective credibility and de-
legitimize their claims. The most
recent performance occurred April
10 when SESJ staged a “dance-in”
at President George Dennison’s
office. The performance empha-
sized the naivete of the SESJ. The
shenanigan suggests that workers’
rights are not a serious matter for
the SESJ but merely a way of fill-
ing a boring afternoon. If the SESJ
truly believes this is a serious
problem, I suggest civil disobedi-
ence that doesn’t portray them as
spoiled children. A sit-in may lack
the luster of a dance party, but it
would show more respect to the
administration and, in turn, their
viewpoint may be taken more
seriously. Worst of all, SESJ per-
formance subsequently de-legit-
imizes the claims that Griz gear
ought to be “sweat-free.” Mention
“sweat-free” around campus and
you’ll hear about people in boxes,
bad chants and dance-ins; not
about manufacturers or employ-
ees.
Methods aside, the questionable
claims of SESJ deserve some
scrutiny.
Specifically the claims that
sweatshop employees are slave
labor and that sweatshops are
undesirable. First, the use of the
term slave labor is a misnomer,
considering the employees freely
provide labor and are monetarily
reimbursed for working. I doubt I
need to elaborate further on this
point.
Second, since the workers
freely choose employment at the
sweatshops, it must be the most
desirable option available to them.
The workers are rational people,
and they wouldn’t work in a
sweatshop if there were better
opportunities available to them.
Moving production orders away
from sweatshops would only
remove jobs from the people SESJ
wants to help.
Forcing workers out of an
industry they chose would be a
poor decision.
Cheap labor is the one advantage
that allows many developing coun-
tries to compete with established
companies and nations. Without the
ability to utilize the cheap labor
developing areas are doomed to
stagnant growth and denied eventu-
al economic prosperity.
Finally, the SESJ advocates
joining the WRC because UM has
significant market power and can
therefore effect great change. UM
is reportedly ranked 46th in colle-
giate apparel sales. Forty-sixth is
hardly a position that carries mar-
ket power. Even if the consump-
tion among the top 46 selling
schools were equally distributed,
it would only result in a 2 percent
market share of the collegiate-
apparel industry. Two percent is
not a significant portion of market
share with 45 other firms demand-
ing apparel production. Assuming
that UM joins the WRC and actu-
ally can exert force upon the mar-
ket, the final question is whether it
will primarily benefit or harm the
parties involved.
Well, it certainly won’t hurt
Nike or encourage them to change
their current practices, because
they still make at least as much
money as before. It won’t help
sweatshop workers because the
people getting paid higher wages
will be in a different set of facto-
ries. However, it will harm UM
students. To pay the WRC a year-
ly membership fee will require at
least $2,400, according to the
Kaimin. Also, don’t forget the pre-
mium added to the apparel in the
name of higher wages (but really
just pay for a more costly manu-
facturing process).
The resulting increase in cloth-
ing prices in a best-case scenario
would only add the previous two
amounts, but honestly, if you’re
going to increase prices among a
“sweat-free” fanfare, why not
boost it up a bit extra and keep it
as profits – no one will know and
SESJ will get the blame.
I am a socially liberal student
and recognize that the SESJ
believes they are doing the right
thing. But I strongly urge the
SESJ to pause, study the issue and
develop a more respectable out-
reach program before unveiling
another performance counter-pro-
ductive to their efforts.
– Eric A. Mundt,
economics and communication
studies
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The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an error of fact,
please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.  If we find a factual error 
we will correct it.
Accuracy Watch
Guest Column
SESJ cares more about theatrics
than the reality of the situation
Pickle Barrel boycotters
have no cause for action
While I believe that racism is
fundamentally wrong and an
important human rights issue, I
have chosen not to join the frenzy
defaming the Pickle Barrel. Had I
been present when this alleged
injustice occurred, perhaps I
would be picketing. However, I
believe that this protest is
unfounded. After one Saudi
Arabian student was refused serv-
ice, we should have investigated it
by sending in another Saudi with
witnesses to see if a similar reac-
tion would occur. If so, we should
have asked the employee why he
refused to serve this individual.
Was this cashier simply embar-
rassed that he could not under-
stand what the customer was say-
ing? Was the customer creating a
disturbance? Or, did the cashier
refuse service solely based on his
prejudice? 
Either way, this employee was
acting under his right to refuse
service to any customer, and he
was not obligated to give reason-
ing.  So ask yourself, is this high-
profile issue the fault of the entire
Pickle Barrel establishment, the
allegedly racist cashier or the pro-
testers who blew this whole thing
out of proportion? I sincerely
doubt that every member profiting
from this local eatery are radical
racists out to attack minorities.
Therefore these protesters’
demands (urging students to boy-
cott the delicious sandwiches and
that Griz debit UMoney no longer
be an acceptable form of payment
there) are unjust and should not be
supported. 
– Stacy Gray,
sophomore, journalism
Letters to
the editor
cont.
NOW HIRING
The Montana Kaimin is currently accepting
applications for reporters, photographers,
designers, sports reporters, copy editors and
all section editor positions. Applications can
be picked up in Journalism 107. Applications
are due Friday, April 27.
Administration acting 
contrary to UM’s mission
The Sweat-Free campaign on
campus is a call for action by
informed, ethical and engaged stu-
dents who understand the connec-
tion between local and global
communities.
In light of the overwhelming
resistance and clear lack of inter-
est in Sweat-Free merchandise by
the administration, I would like to
propose that the mission statement
of the University of Montana-
Missoula be changed.  Currently
the mission statement claims that
the University promotes
“informed, ethical, and engaged
citizens of local and global com-
munities.”  President Dennison
and Vice President Foley are fail-
ing students by not living up to
their own mission statement and
clearly resisting a campaign in
request of it.  I am proud of my
fellow students who are dedicated
to becoming informed and
engaged on such a pertinent issue
of both local and global impor-
tance.  I am embarrassed that our
administration pussyfoots around
this issue.  If they wish to remain
stubborn to the calls of students,
deny the University mission state-
ment, and cash in on UM
Bookstore profits by supporting
sweatshops, they should at least
be dignified in doing so.
– Neil Murray,
junior, history
 
PHOENIX – A retired New
York couple who hailed a taxi for
their 2,500-mile move to northern
Arizona arrived with their two
cats at their destination on
Monday.
Neither Betty nor Bob Matas
drive and they wanted to spare
their cats, Pretty Face and
Cleopatra, a trip on an airplane to
their retirement home about 90
miles north of Phoenix.
They left the couple’s Queens
neighborhood April 10 in Douglas
Guldeniz’s canary-colored Ford
SUV cab and traveled about 10
hours a day for a $3,000 flat rate
plus gas, meals and lodging. The
SUV is a hybrid-electric vehicle,
which helped lessen the cost of
fuel.
“It was pretty tiring, for my
wife especially,” said Bob Matas,
72, a former audio and video engi-
neer for advertising agencies.
“We’re happy where we are.
We’re happy and that’s it.”
Matas said he was “flabbergast-
ed” by the attention surrounding
the couple’s trip. Passers-by rec-
ognized them when they saw the
New York cab, he said.
“Every state that we hit, people
would say ‘Are you the ones?’ and
we would say ‘Yes, we are the
ones,’” Matas said.
The Sedona mayor welcomed
the couple at a noontime ceremo-
ny Monday, presenting them with
a bag of Sedona souvenirs. Their
real estate agent presented them
with the keys to their new home in
the Village of Oak Creek, a com-
munity just south of Sedona.
The couple will stay at a hotel
for a few days until all their
belongings can be moved into
their house. A friend followed the
cab in a rental truck carrying the
couple’s possessions.
no warning from the university
until an e-mail that arrived more
than two hours after the first shots
rang out.
Wielding two handguns and
carrying multiple clips of ammu-
nition, the killer opened fire about
7:15 a.m. on the fourth floor of
West Ambler Johnston, a high-rise
coed dormitory, then stormed
Norris Hall, a classroom building
a half-mile away on the other side
of the 2,600-acre campus. Some
of the doors at Norris Hall were
found chained from the inside,
apparently by the gunman.
Two people died in a dorm
room, and 31 others were killed in
Norris Hall, including the gun-
man, who put a bullet in his head.
At least 15 people were hurt, some
seriously. Students jumped from
windows in panic.
At an evening news conference,
Police Chief Wendell Flinchum
refused to dismiss the possibility
that a co-conspirator or second
shooter was involved. He said
police had interviewed a male
who was a “person of interest” in
the dorm shooting who knew one
of the victims, but he declined to
give details.
“I’m not saying there’s a gun-
man on the loose,” Flinchum said.
Ballistics tests will help explain
what happened, he said.
Sheree Mixell, a spokeswoman
for the federal Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives, said the evidence was
being moved to the agency’s
national lab in Annandale. At least
one firearm was turned over, she
said.
Mixell would not comment on
what types of weapons were used
or whether the gunman was a stu-
dent.
Young people and faculty mem-
bers carried out some of the
wounded themselves, without
waiting for ambulances to arrive.
Many found themselves trapped
behind chained and padlocked
doors. SWAT team members with
helmets, flak jackets and assault
rifles swarmed over the campus. A
student used his cell-phone cam-
era to record the sound of bullets
echoing through a stone building.
Trey Perkins, who was sitting in
a German class in Norris Hall,
told The Washington Post that the
gunman barged into the room at
about 9:50 a.m. and opened fire
for about a minute and a half,
squeezing off about 30 shots.
The gunman first shot the pro-
fessor in the head and then fired
on the students, Perkins said. The
gunman was about 19 years old
and had a “very serious but very
calm look on his face,” he said.
“Everyone hit the floor at that
moment,” said Perkins, 20, of
Yorktown, Va., a sophomore
studying mechanical engineering.
“And the shots seemed like it last-
ed forever.”
Erin Sheehan, who was also in
the German class, told the student
newspaper, the Collegiate Times,
that she was one of only four of
about two dozen people in the
class to walk out of the room. The
rest were dead or wounded, she
said.
She said the gunman “was just a
normal-looking kid, Asian, but he
had on a Boy Scout-type outfit.
He wore a tan button-up vest, and
this black vest, maybe it was for
ammo or something.”
Until Monday, the deadliest
shooting in modern U.S. history
was in Killeen, Texas, in 1991,
when George Hennard plowed his
pickup truck into a Luby’s
Cafeteria and shot 23 people to
death, then himself.
The massacre Monday took
place almost eight years to the day
after the Columbine High blood-
bath near Littleton, Colo. On April
20, 1999, two teenagers killed 12
fellow students and a teacher
before taking their own lives.
Previously, the deadliest cam-
pus shooting in U.S. history was a
rampage in 1966 at the University
of Texas at Austin, where Charles
Whitman climbed the clock tower
and opened fire. He killed 16 peo-
ple before police shot him to
death.
Founded in 1872, Virginia Tech
is about 160 miles west of
Richmond. With more than
25,000 full-time students, it has
the state’s largest full-time student
population. It is best known for its
engineering school and its power-
house Hokies football team.
After the shootings, all campus
entrances were closed, and classes
were canceled through Tuesday.
The university set up a spot for
families to reunite with their chil-
dren. It also made counselors
available and planned an assem-
bly today.
Police said there had been bomb
threats on campus over the past
two weeks but said they had not
determined a link to the shootings.
It was the second time in less
than a year that the campus was
closed because of a shooting.
In August, the opening day of
classes was canceled when an
escaped jail inmate allegedly
killed a hospital guard off campus
and fled to the Tech area. A sher-
iff’s deputy was killed just off
campus. The accused gunman,
William Morva, faces capital mur-
der charges.
Among Monday’s dead was
Ryan Clark, a student from
Martinez, Ga., with several majors
who carried a 4.0 grade-point
average, said Vernon Collins,
coroner in Columbia County, Ga.
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Dennison starts Earth Week with climate pledge
The University of Montana’s
Earth Week kicked off Monday
evening with President George
Dennison announcing UM’s
commitment to move toward a
reducing green house gas emis-
sions on campus.
Dennison signed, as a charter
member, the President’s Climate
Commitment. It is a high-visibil-
ity effort to address global warm-
ing by garnering college and uni-
versity commitments to neutral-
ize greenhouse gas emissions and
accelerate the research and edu-
cational efforts of higher educa-
tion. It would equip society with
the means to restabilize the
earth’s climate.
UM joined 175 other higher
education establishments in sign-
ing the commitment, which
states that UM is “deeply con-
cerned about the unprecedented
scale and speed of global warm-
ing and its potential for large-
scale, adverse health, social, eco-
nomic and ecological effects.”
The commitment also states
the global warming is largely
caused by humans and that cam-
puses that address the climate
challenge by reducing their cam-
pus wide carbon emissions and
teaching students sustainability
will help reduce the impact of
humans on global warming. 
Specific actions aimed at
reducing greenhouse emissions,
such as purchasing at least 15
percent of UM’s electricity con-
sumption from renewable
sources and purchasing energy
efficient appliances, are laid out
in the commitment. 
President Dennison appointed
the Sustainable Campus
Committee to guide and docu-
ment UM’s progress toward
meeting the goals laid out by the
commitment. 
Phil Condon, environmental
studies professor and chairman
of SCC, said this is a large task,
but one that needs to be done.
“It’s a major step,” Condon
said. “(The climate commitment)
has very strict framework with
specific timelines when we must
publish reports on our progress
towards sustainability. It’s going
to be challenging.”
Condon said the biggest chal-
lenge will be working with
Facilities Services on making
heating and electricity on cam-
pus more efficient. He said that
the process won’t happen
overnight.
“Realistically this could be a
20-year project,” he said. “We’re
taking the first step and it’s a
really great thing.”
Dennison said that everyone
on campus must do their part in
order to succeed in this endeavor. 
“We certainly will not succeed
without collaboration, coopera-
tion across campus,” he said. “I
urge all on campus to become
involved. Together we can make
a difference.”
JAMES LABER
MONTANA KAIMIN
SHOOTING
Continued from Page 1
WASHINGTON (AP) – Just
1.3 percent of imported fish, veg-
etables, fruit and other foods are
inspected – yet those government
inspections regularly reveal food
unfit for human consumption.
Frozen catfish from China,
beans from Belgium, jalapenos
from Peru, blackberries from
Guatemala, baked goods from
Canada, India and the Philippines
– the list of tainted food detained
at the border by the Food and
Drug Administration stretches on.
Add to that the contaminated
Chinese wheat gluten that poi-
soned cats and dogs nationwide
and led to a massive pet food
recall, and you’ve got a real inter-
national pickle. Does the United
States have the wherewithal to
ensure the food it imports is safe?
Food safety experts say no.
With only a minuscule percent-
age of shipments inspected, they
say the nation is vulnerable to
harm from abroad, where rules
and regulations governing food
production are often more lax
than they are at home.
Pet food recall raises questions
about safety of imported food
TERRY TANG
ASSOCIATED PRESS
NY couple reaches new home
after 2,500–mile cab ride
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Potted
Glass
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
A few pots of plants sitting outside the UC
carry a top dressing produced by a mobile
glass pulverizer. The mobile glass pulverizer
is a product used to recycle glass in
Montana. The pulverizer system is able to
recycle a variety of types of glass ranging
from container to ceramics.  The pulverized
glass is used in landscaping, septic drain
fields, retaining wall backfill, drain-pipe bed-
ding and road sand during the winter
months, according to the Montana
Department of Equality’s Web site. 
M
K
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Questions swirl in wake of shooting
According to Chief Jim Lemcke
with the Office of Public Safety,
the University of Montana has
never been the scene of a shoot-
ing.
The shooting at Virginia Tech
yesterday, which killed 32 people
and injured many more, was the
most deadly mass shooting in U.S.
history. The second deadliest
shooting at a university occurred
in 1966 at the University of Texas
at Austin, when a man climbed the
clock tower and opened fire from
an observation deck on the 28th
floor, killing 16 people before he
was fatally shot by police. 
Lemcke said UM Public Safety
officers have been trained in vari-
ous hostage situation scenarios,
and said that in the event of such
an emergency SWAT teams from
Missoula city and county would
be called in. 
He was quick to point out, how-
ever, that what happened at
Virginia Tech was a shooting
spree and not a hostage situation.
“There’s no way to defend
against something like that,”
Lemcke said. 
Lemcke said that UM usually
receives a few bomb threats each
year, which have always proved to
be idle, and usually occur during
exams. 
“We have cops on campus 24
hours a day, though a lot of time (a
crime) has already occurred by the
time we get the phone call,”
Lemcke said. 
Public Safety: Shootings
difficult to prepare forMISSOULA (AP) – A split-sec-
ond decision to work from home
kept a Kalispell native out of
harm’s way during the shooting
rampage at Virginia Tech on
Monday.
Kenny Smith Jr., a Kalispell
native and graduate student in
mechanical engineering at
Virginia Tech, arrived at campus
around 8 a.m. – earlier than nor-
mal so he could reserve the War
Memorial Chapel for Christian
ministry worship services next
semester.
The first shootings occurred at
7:15 a.m. in West Ambler
Johnston, a coed dormitory, but
most of the 25,000 full-time stu-
dents didn’t even know it yet.
After filling out paperwork in
the chapel for nearly 50 minutes,
Smith left to walk to work at his
office in Randolph Hall – right
next to Norris Hall, the engineer-
ing building where the second
round of gunfire erupted two
hours after and a half-mile away
from the first shootings.
It would have been a small win-
dow, but Smith could have been
caught in the middle.
“I’d heard nothing of the
goings-on while I was reserving
the chapel, nor did campus look
any different when I left the
chapel around 8:50 a.m.,” Smith
said in an e-mail to the Missoulian
newspaper. “I was just originally
going to head to work at
Randolph, but had decided that I’d
just go home to work today for
some reason.”
When Smith reached his town-
house, his roommate told him not
to go back to school because
someone had been shot and killed
and another wounded.
Little did he know.
“I started listening to the news
and was shocked to hear of the
events today,” he said. “I spent the
next five or six hours assuring
people and family I am still alive
and checking up on people I knew
who may have been around the
area during the time of the shoot-
ing.”
“The official notifications of
who was injured and killed
haven’t been released yet,” Smith
said at 7:24 p.m. EDT, nearly 12
hours after the first shooting, “and
I’m just praying that nobody I
know is on it right now.”
Shock and sadness grip him,
Smith said.
“I feel horrible for the families
and friends of those who were
killed. It’s disheartening that the
guy who shot all these people
probably just needed a friend ...
and decided to end it all this way.
“It’s disheartening that all those
who were killed today will no
longer be able to finish college,
get married, raise a family, and see
their children do the same some-
day.”
He feels empty, too.
“There is no happy ending to
stories like these,” he said.
“People will make new friends
and build new relationships as
they look to each other for support
right now.
“Perhaps some students will
relate to the pointlessness of the
shooter’s actions and will decide
they should go out the same
because it’s easier to die than to
live in a world that rejects you.
“Maybe some students will now
be motivated to reach out to the
students who just don’t seem to fit
into the ‘college student’ stereo-
type.”
Most importantly, Smith said,
people need prayer.
“All I feel right now is sadness
and pain for the students who lost
their lives and the people who
love them,” he said. “I’m going to
head out to the Chi Alpha house
for a prayer meeting now. That’s
probably what we mostly need
right now, prayer.”
EMILY DARRELL
MONTANA KAIMIN
The first crackle of gunfire shat-
tered the Monday morning calm. It
was 7:15 a.m. on the campus of
Virginia Tech and an epic killing
spree had just begun.
Snow was swirling on the windy
April day and classes had not yet
started when a murderous rampage
that would shake the nation started
in a coed dormitory, West Ambler
Johnston, home to 895 people.
The first reports of trouble were
tragic, but small in scope, no hint of
the massacre about to unfold in the
Blue Ridge mountains of Virginia:
One person was dead, another
injured.
The official word to students
apparently did not come right away.
In a mass e-mail, Virginia Tech
officials announced a shooting had
occurred at the dorm, police were
on the scene and urged anyone in
the university community to “be
cautious” and contact police if they
saw anything suspicious or had
information on the case.
The e-mail was signed off at 9:26
a.m.
Police would later say they
thought the two had been shot in a
domestic dispute. They thought the
gunman had fled the campus.
“We secured the building, we
secured the crime scene,” Virginia
Tech Police Chief Wendell
Flinchum said. For a long while,
there were no new reports of any-
thing suspicious.
Classes on the Blacksburg, Va.,
campus had gone ahead as sched-
uled; the first period began at 8 a.m.
The doors of the buildings
remained open. And the heavily
armed gunman with a motive yet
unknown had set his sights else-
where, at Norris Hall, an engineer-
ing building nearly a half-mile
away on the 2,600-acre campus.
Police believe the shooting at
Norris began around 9:45 a.m. The
building’s doors had been chained
shut, possibly by the gunman,
authorities said.
Brittany Zachar, an 18-year-old
freshman who lives at West Ambler
Johnston, decided to attend an eco-
nomics class even though she saw a
handwritten sign on pink paper
posted in the dorm bathroom saying
something had happened and going
to class was optional.
As she walked on campus, she
heard the pop of gunshots coming
from the direction of Norris Hall.
She saw police running.
“I heard the gunshots and just
sprinted,” she says, adding that she
took cover in another school build-
ing. “It was probably one of the
scariest things in my life.”
At 9:55 a.m, the school sent out a
second e-mail.
“Please stay put,” it warned. “A
gunman is loose on campus. Stay in
buildings until further notice. Stay
away from all windows.”
The university also began tele-
phoning resident advisers in the
dorms to notify them and sent peo-
ple to knock on doors to get the
word out, Virginia Tech President
Charles Steger said at a news con-
ference.
Soon after, horrifying sounds and
images flooded TV screens and
Internet sites across America.
SWAT teams in flak jackets
swarmed the campus. Students
helped faculty members carry out
the wounded, as ambulances
streamed to the site.
CNN showed a jerky video pro-
vided by a student’s cell phone that
showed what seemed to be police
outside Norris Hall accompanied
by a chilling soundtrack – the
crackle of gunshots.
What had happened inside?
Reports were fragmentary.
One student told the Washington
Post that the gunman, said to be
about 19 years old, burst into the
room and fired about 30 shots in
just a minute a half – first blasting a
professor in the head, then shooting
the students.
Planet Blacksburg – a local, stu-
dent-run Web site – quoted Ruiqi
Zhang, identified as a computer
engineering student who said he
was on the second floor of Norris.
“A student rushed in and told
everybody to get down,” Zhang
said. “We put a table against the
door and when the gunman tried to
shoulder his way in and when he
saw that he couldn’t, he put two
shots through the door. It was the
scariest moment of my life.”
The Web site also quoted Gene
Cole, a building worker, as saying
the shooter wore a hat and carried
an automatic weapon. “He loaded
his gun at me,” Cole said. “I ran
down the steps to get out of there.”
It was eerily reminiscent of the
shootings at Columbine High
School in Colorado eight years ago
this very week. And something else
recalled some of the most shocking
images of Sept. 11, 2001: Students
jumping from windows to escape.
Virginia Tech sent out a third e-
mail at 10:17 a.m. announcing
classes were canceled and repeating
the warning for everyone to lock
their doors and stay away from
windows.
By then, the magnitude of this
bloody day was becoming increas-
ingly clear.
Grim-faced TV anchors reported
the rising death toll: 21, 31, then 33,
including the shooter himself, not
immediately identified. He put a
bullet to his head. Two of the dead
were shot at the dorm, the remain-
der at Norris Hall. Authorities also
reported that 15 people were
wounded, some seriously.
Kalispell native escapes harm
SHARON COHEN
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Timeline reveals confusion, terror
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Shih tzu happens
Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin 
Zoe, a 1-year-old shih tzu, soaks up the sun while on a walk with her owner, UM senior Laurie Parks, on the Oval Monday.  Parks’ two shih
tzus proved that humans weren’t the only ones enjoying the warm weather.
Montana Kaimin
In black and white since 1898.
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Followers of radical cleric
quit Iraq’s cabinet
BAGHDAD (AP) – Cabinet
ministers loyal to radical cleric
Muqtada al-Sadr quit the govern-
ment Monday, severing the power-
ful Shiite religious leader from the
U.S.-backed prime minister and
raising fears al-Sadr’s Mahdi Army
militia might again confront
American troops.
The U.S. military reported the
deaths of seven more American
service members: three soldiers and
two Marines on Monday and two
soldiers on Saturday.
In the northern city of Mosul, a
university dean, a professor, a
policeman’s son and 13 soldiers
died in attacks bearing the signs of
al-Qaida in Iraq. Nationwide, at
least 51 people were killed or found
dead, and the U.S. military reported
two soldiers slain in Baghdad.
The political drama in Baghdad
was not likely to bring down Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s govern-
ment, but it highlighted growing
demands among Iraqi politicians
and voters that a timetable be set for
a U.S. troop withdrawal – the rea-
son al-Sadr gave for the resigna-
tions.
The departure of the six ministers
also was likely to feed the public
perception that al-Maliki is depend-
ent on U.S. support, a position he
spent months trying to avoid. Late
last year he went so far as to open-
ly defy directives from Washington
about legislative and political dead-
lines.
Sudan’s government agrees
to let in U.N. peacekeepers
UNITED NATIONS (AP) –
Sudan agreed Monday to let 3,000
U.N. peacekeepers deploy in
Darfur with attack helicopters,
opening the door to the first signif-
icant U.N. force to help belea-
guered African Union soldiers who
have been unable to halt the
region’s four-year war.
After five months of stalling, the
government in Khartoum called for
a speedy deployment and hinted it
could approve an even larger U.N.
force that has been demanded by
the U.N. Security Council, the
United States and others.
But experts were cautious about
chances for creating that 20,000-
strong force, noting Sudan’s leaders
have reversed course previously
after announcing vague agreements
for action in Darfur.
U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-
moon called Monday’s agreement
“a very positive sign” and said the
U.N. and the African Union would
“move quickly” to put together the
3,000 peacekeepers as well as press
for a deal allowing the larger force.
The United Nations has no stand-
ing army and Ban is urging U.N.
member states to contribute troop
and police quickly for Darfur, but it
will likely take months before the
U.N. contingent is on the ground.
Many parents readily
admit to bribing kids
CHICAGO (AP) – Call it a
reward, or just “bribery.”
Whichever it is, many parents
today readily admit to buying off
their children, who get goodies for
anything from behaving in a restau-
rant to sleeping all night in their
own beds. Often, the rewards are
for behaviors their own parents
would have simply expected, just
because they said so.
The new dynamic – sometimes
seen as a backlash to that strictness
– has some parenting experts won-
dering if today’s parents have gone
too soft.
“It’s definitely more our genera-
tion,” Kirsten Whipple, a 35-year-
old mom in Northbrook, Ill., says
with a quiet laugh. “I’m sure our
parents would be appalled if they
knew how much we bribe our chil-
dren.”
She can see why they might be –
but she and her husband try not to
overuse rewards and have found
they work best for smaller things.
For instance, they might offer their
boys, ages 5 and 8, a special dessert
or a chance to rent a video game if
they listen to their baby sitter. A
good report card might earn a din-
ner out to celebrate.
U.N. moves to nix extra bureaucracy
UNITED NATIONS – Secretary-
General Ban Ki-Moon formally
endorsed a radical streamlining of
United Nations operations
Monday, delivering a report to the
General Assembly that urges the
elimination of unnecessary
bureaucracy.
The sprawling U.N. system
contains 16 specialized agencies,
14 funds and programs, and 17
departments and offices, leading
to costly duplication and competi-
tion for resources.
A high-level panel recommend-
ed a series of reforms in
November including the consoli-
dation of different programs – as
many two dozen separate opera-
tions in some countries – into one
U.N. operation per country, with
one budget, one leader and one
common office if possible.
Ban said the United Nations is
moving to establish eight such
pilot programs, more than initially
planned because of high demand.
He also endorsed the report’s
call for the three U.N. bodies pro-
moting equality for women “in an
uncoordinated and ineffective
way” to be merged into a single
well-funded organization with
higher status.
Ban urged member nations to
move quickly on debating and
approving the recommendations.
“How we improve the ability of
the U.N. to deliver in develop-
ment, humanitarian assistance and
the environment is something in
which we all have a wider stake,”
he said. “It is a matter of life and
death to millions of men, women
and children around the world
who depend on us to meet their
basic human needs.”
Many nations have declared
their support of the proposed
reforms, and a series of U.N. rep-
resentatives who spoke after Ban
echoed his endorsement.
The two main groups represent-
ing mainly developing countries –
the Nonaligned Movement and
the Group of 77 – expressed con-
cern in a joint statement about a
focus in the reform plan on pro-
moting human rights, equality for
women and environmental protec-
tion.
The groups said they were con-
cerned that under the guise of
reform, the United Nations could
start making aid contingent on
progress in those areas, which
they said was “not acceptable to
developing countries.”
“Economic and social develop-
ment should remain the center-
piece of deliberations at the
U.N.,” the groups said.
They said the world body’s
“overarching framework” should
be meeting development targets,
such as the Millennium
Development Goals, which call
for cutting extreme poverty by
half, ensuring universal primary
education, providing clean water
to all families and halting the
AIDS pandemic by 2015.
MICHAEL WEISSENSTEIN
ASSOCIATED PRESS
Gonzales says he has 
‘nothing to hide’
WASHINGTON (AP) –
Attorney General Alberto
Gonzales, fighting to save his job,
said in prepared Senate testimony
Sunday he has “nothing to hide”
in the firings of eight federal pros-
ecutors but claimed a hazy memo-
ry about his involvement in them.
Two Republican senators said
Gonzales has yet to shore up his
credibility amid shifting explana-
tions of his role in the dismissals.
Vice President Dick Cheney reaf-
firmed White House support for
the attorney general – but left it to
Gonzales to defend himself to
lawmakers who have called for his
resignation.
In his 25-page statement,
Gonzales apologized for embar-
rassing the eight U.S. attorneys
and their families by letting their
ousters erupt into a political
firestorm that has engulfed the
Justice Department since January.
He maintained the firings were not
improper, but said he remembers
having only an indirect role in the
plans beyond approving them.
“I have nothing to hide, and I
am committed to assuring the
Congress and the American public
that nothing improper occurred
here,” Gonzales said in prepared
testimony released before he
appears Tuesday before the Senate
Judiciary Committee. The panel,
which oversees the Justice
Department, is investigating
whether the firings were political-
ly motivated.
Montana Kaimin
 
Headed for a win
Hugh Carey/Montana Kaimin
Junior Drew Johnson, left, of the Grassblazers, heads the ball over North Street Elite freshman Jaysen Tinker during a intramural men’s soccer game at Dornblaser Monday afternoon. The Grassblazers won 3-0.
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Starting next week, the two-year,
$10.1 million project to upgrade
the University of Montana’s utility
tunnel system will kick into high
gear, with a large portion of the
southwestern part of campus being
fenced off and off-limits to stu-
dents and faculty.
Beginning April 25, construction
fencing will be erected around seg-
ments of Maurice and Eddy
avenues, as well as areas between
the Adams Center and the
Performing Arts and
Radio/Television Center, the
Music and Education buildings,
and the Social Sciences and Fine
Arts buildings, project manager
Mike Panisko said.
“There will be two open walk-
ways for pedestrians around the
construction zone,” Panisko said.
“One will be between the Adams
Center and PAR/TV, and the other
will be along Maurice (Avenue).”
Both Panisko and project engi-
neer Laura Howe said the project
will likely be an annoyance for
many students, but it will greatly
improve UM’s infrastructure.
“Patience is going to be the key,”
Howe said. “We’re not building a
new building, but creating infra-
structure that will be used for the
next 100 years, will conserve ener-
gy and allow clean paths to
upgrade.”
Panisko said getting around
campus will be the main hassle for
students and that noise and dust
pollution will be kept to a mini-
mum.  
“There’s not going to be a lot of
jack-hammering, vibratory con-
struction or pile driving,” he said.
“It’s not going to be as loud as the
current construction projects (on
campus).”
Howe said there is a stipulation
in the contract with Diamond
Construction that limits the amount
of noise the company can make
during finals week.
Current construction updates
will be posted on the Facilities
Services Web site as well as along
the fencing, Howe said.
She said that students are
encouraged to contact Facilities
Services, through their Web site,
with any concerns they have.
“We haven’t really heard much
feedback from students yet,” she
said. “But we want to be as open as
possible to any concerns students
may have.”
Along with Web site updates,
Facilities Services hopes to post a
live Webcam on top of the
PAR/TV building so anyone can
get a bird’s eye view of the con-
struction progress.
The construction is vital to the
ongoing health of the University’s
infrastructure, Panisko said. The
tunnels will house pipes used to
heat buildings across campus,
pipes that were previously just
buried in the ground and were
inaccessible without digging them
up.  
With the new tunnels, mainte-
nance will be made easier and a
project of this magnitude will not
be needed again for a long time,
Howe said.
So far the project has run
smoothly, with Diamond
Construction of Helena winning
the contract for the construction.
Howe said the bid came in 25 per-
cent, or about $750,000, lower than
expected.
“We are on schedule and under
budget,” Panisko said. “Everything
is going great so far.”
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$10 million tunnel project starts next week, expected to take 2 years
JAMES LABER
MONTANA KAIMIN
Hugh Carey/Montana Kaimin
Underground steam tunnels pass between Anderson Hall and the Social Sciences Building. The tunnels are approximately three miles long under campus.
New steam tunnel construction, in the southwestern part of campus, will begin on April 25 and is expected to be completed by the end of next September. 
www.montanakaimin.com
Can you dig it?
www.montanakaimin.com
 
Hugh Carey/Montana Kaimin
Joggers and bikers pass through the tunnel
under the Orange Street Bridge Monday
afternoon. The forecasters predict highs in
the low 50s for the remainder of the week. 
Tunnel
Vision
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President Bush continues to battle Democrats over Iraq war-funding bill
WASHINGTON – President Bush surrounded himself
with military families on Monday to push anew for a war-
funding bill that isn’t tied to pulling U.S. troops out of Iraq.
The Senate’s Democratic leader, Harry Reid of Nevada,
responded that Bush must choose between holding to “dis-
credited policies” in Iraq or working with lawmakers on a
new course.
Bush, who will meet with lawmakers on Wednesday,
said: “We should not legislate defeat in this vital war.” He
said he’s willing to discuss a way forward with Congress,
but he stood firm in opposing any measure that restricts
military commanders, sets a withdrawal timetable or
includes billions of dollars of spending unrelated to the war.
“Listen, I understand Republicans and Democrats in
Washington have differences over the best course in Iraq,”
Bush said. “That’s healthy. That’s normal, and we should
debate those differences. But our troops should not be
caught in the middle.”
Democrats, who do not appear to have the votes to over-
ride a presidential veto, are not backing down. They want
funding for the war tied to redeploying troops out of Iraq,
and possibly contingent on the Iraqis’ progress in securing
their nation.
“The president has a choice to make in the coming days:
Cling to the discredited policies that have led our troops
further into an intractable civil war, or work with a biparti-
san majority of Congress to make us more secure,” said
Majority Leader Reid.
“We’re committed to pressing these goals to the adminis-
tration until they do change course,” he said.
Both the House and Senate have passed bills to both fund
the war and start bringing troops home. They are expected
this to week to begin negotiating a final version to send to
Bush. He has pledged to veto it if it is not stripped of the
provisions he opposes.
The Senate bill would require a U.S. troop exit in Iraq to
begin within 120 days, with a completion goal of March 31,
2008. The House bill would order all combat troops out by
Sept. 1, 2008. Most Republicans stand with Bush on
grounds that a timetable is a dangerous war policy.
Vice President Dick Cheney has predicted that
Democrats will cave and that Congress will pass a “clean”
bill that funds the war in Iraq and Afghanistan without
timetables.
The Democrats disagreed.
“The president is not going to get a bill that has nothing
on it,” Reid said. “It would be wrong for this legislative
branch of government to capitulate to this wrong-headed
policy that the vice president and the president have been
leading.”
Sen. Carl Levin, a Democrat and chairman of the Armed
Services Committee, told reporters in Michigan Monday
that if Bush vetoes their original bill, Democrats would go
with a “second-best approach” to dealing with security
issues in Iraq. He said the second bill would tie U.S. eco-
nomic and military support to the Iraqi government’s abili-
ty to meet performance benchmarks.
Illinois Rep. Rahm Emanuel, chairman of the House
Democratic Caucus, said that Bush and Republican con-
gressional leaders have abandoned efforts to hold the Iraqi
people and government accountable.
“As they rush to embrace the Bush plan for more of the
same in Iraq, the Republican policy is to make U.S troops
bear the full burden of the war on their shoulders,” Emanuel
said.
Bush, joined in the East Room by mothers and fathers,
husbands and wives and sons and daughters of U.S. troops
who have been killed in Iraq, chastised Congress for leav-
ing on its spring recess without resolving its differences and
sending a bill to his desk.
DEB RIECHMANN
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Gettin’ bzzzy
Ashley McKee/Montana Kaimin
Left: UM junior Martha Gergasko, a biology major, searches for insects outside the Mansfield
Library on Monday afternoon. Gergasko is currently enrolled in an insect biology class and hopes
to one day study insects as a career. Right now, she is collecting insects for a final project 
“anywhere I can find them.” Below: Gergasko is required to find 30 different types of insects. The
class will mount the insects and identify them according to insect family. The insects will be saved
for future lab studies in other classes.
  
Editor’s note: This is the first
installment in a four-part series
looking into the recruiting aspect
of University of Montana athlet-
ics. The series will continue
throughout the week.
Intercollegiate sports at the
University of Montana is a big-
money business.
The UM Athletics Department
operates on an annual budget of
about $11.5 million, but only
about 1.6 percent of that budget is
used for recruiting student-ath-
letes to Missoula. That’s a number
that, according to UM athletics
director Jim O’Day, is too low but
probably won’t be going up any-
time soon. 
“You always hope to add to it
(the recruiting budget),” O’Day
said. “We have made a commit-
ment not to cut recruiting budgets.
Recruiting is the life stream of
your system. If you can’t get
recruits here, you’re going to be in
trouble.”
However, O’Day lumped
recruiting together with other
“soft” costs – such as service,
travel and advertising – in the
department, meaning those funds
can feasibly be reduced. Costs that
fell on the other side of the spec-
trum, areas that will only go up,
included scholarships and salaries.
As the economy continues to
drive costs up, the recruiting
budgets have remained essentially
fixed, which O’Day said is good,
at least in terms of not reducing
the budget. 
O’Day said that in the 1990s,
the recruiting budget comprised
about 7 percent of the overall
budget, as opposed to the less than
2 percent it now takes up. 
Athletics allocated $180,229 for
recruiting in the 2006 fiscal year,
which ran from July 1, 2005, to
June 30, 2006, with the lion’s
share of those funds going to
UM’s three revenue sports – foot-
ball and men’s and women’s bas-
ketball. That triad had a combined
$131,536 budget for recruiting in
fiscal year 2006, with the remain-
der of UM’s recruiting funds
going to the school’s other nine
NCAA sports.
Program heads ranging from
men’s basketball coach Wayne
Tinkle to men’s tennis coach Kris
Nord said the recruiting budgets
are too low. 
“That’s not where it needs to
be,” Tinkle said. “But we also
understand the economic state of
things here in Montana.”
Nord said the low recruiting
budget is one of the reasons he has
started to recruit more internation-
ally. With a $1,800 recruiting
budget, he can’t afford to travel to
recruit players, so he has become
more dependent on his contacts
throughout the world with the
Internet and the telephone. 
“It costs me the price of Fed-
Exing the offer in the mail,” Nord
said of recruiting an international
player, calling the process
“incredibly cheap for me.”
However, Nord added that the
majority of his annual budget is
spent on bringing one or two
recruits to Missoula, which usual-
ly costs a minimum of $600 per
recruit.
Montana athletics allocates its
programs a fixed amount on an
annual basis, and then it’s up to
each program to remain within its
budget. Any overages must be
covered by private funding.
“We probably put more pressure
on our coaches to raise private
dollars to make up the difference,”
O’Day said.
The number of dollars spent on
recruiting can be partially contin-
gent on the number of scholar-
ships a program has to offer. The
football program managed to stay
within its $59,000 budget in fiscal
year 2006 because it had fewer
roster spots to fill. 
In that same year, the basketball
team, then under the leadership of
head coach Larry Krystkowiak,
spent $76,556.21, a hefty $33,520
over its budget. 
“That’s why we have the
Roundball Club (a private
fundraising group) and why we
depend so much on the support of
the community,” Tinkle said,
“because we know we’re going to
go over that number every year.” 
Tinkle said recruiting for bas-
ketball can be more expensive
than other sports because it’s
tougher to recruit in Montana –
“In a good year there’s maybe two
or three Division One prospects,”
he said – and also because with
fewer players on the team, they
have to be that much more certain
about who they want to bring into
the program.
It’s not unusual to watch a
recruit play upward of 10 times,
with the high school and Amateur
Athletic Union teams, Tinkle said. 
That’s quite a contrast from the
resources that smaller programs,
such as tennis and track, have
available. Most times Nord brings
in recruits without seeing them
play in person, while track and
field head coach Tom Raunig –
who operates a men’s recruiting
budget of $2,825 and a women’s
budget of $4,375 – said he does
much of his recruiting online,
checking times and distances,
while making only occasional
summer recruiting trips.
O’Day credits the coaches in the
department for being extremely
cognizant of their recruiting budg-
ets and working to stay within
them. 
“They operate on a shoestring,”
he said. “I can tell you, a lot of our
coaches will drive through the
night back to Missoula just so they
don’t have to buy a motel.”
According to the Web site for
Equity in Athletics, a branch of the
U.S. Department of Education,
UM falls right in the middle of all
Big Sky schools in terms of
recruiting budgets. According to
the Web site, Montana State
spends the most on recruiting at
$295,512, while Northern
Arizona, with a budget of
$75,237, spends the least. 
The success of the UM pro-
grams, especially football, which
has won nine straight conference
titles, plays a hand in drawing
recruits – especially those with
Montana ties – to the school. 
“We’re lucky that a lot of our
programs help sell,” O’Day said.
“Recruiting – I don’t know how
these coaches do it – because it’s a
game in itself and you have limit-
ed resources to do it. I think most
people at the I-AA level would be
shocked to look at a football budg-
et that has stayed the same for that
many years at a program like ours.
I think they’d be shocked.” 
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UM’s small recruitment budget forces coaches to be creative
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UM golfers in fifth place
after first 18 holes
If the University of Montana
golf team wants to defend its con-
ference title, it is going to have to
dig itself out of a mighty big hole.
The Griz find themselves in
fifth place after the first round of
the Big Sky Conference tourna-
ment, held at the Palm Valley Golf
Club in Goodyear, Ariz. After
shooting an
opening round
of 320,
Montana and
Portland State
are both 26
strokes behind
f i r s t - p l a c e
S a c r a m e n t o
State.
Montana has
four golfers in the top 20 on the
individual leaderboard. UM sen-
iors Jill Walker and Krista
Swanson are in ties for 11th and
18th place, respectively, while
juniors Brittany Williamson and
Anna Maria Jaramillo are tied for
20th place.
En route to its first-ever team
title last season, Montana, playing
at the same course as this year’s
championship, led by nine strokes
after the opening round. UM
ended up winning by eight
strokes.
The 54-hole tournament wraps
up Wednesday.
Swanson and Walker nab
conference accolades
University of Montana seniors
Krista Swanson and Jill Walker
were among five golfers named to
the All-Big Sky Conference first
team on Monday. 
Walker led Montana this season
with a 77.2 strokes-per-round
average, while Swanson was a
close second at 77.4 strokes. It
was Swanson’s second-consecu-
tive first team selection and
Walker’s first.
The Big Sky Conference uses
rankings from Golf Week to deter-
mine its post-season awards.
Walker had a ranking of 382 while
Swanson had a 400. Northern
Arizona junior Sophia Choi, the
conference player of the year, had
a ranking of 274.
Griz pick up conference
win in Colorado
The University of Montana
women’s tennis team lost two of
its three road matches in Colorado
over the weekend, but picked up a
win when it mattered the most.
The Griz lost 5-2 to Denver and
Colorado State but picked up a 5-
2 win over Big Sky Conference
foe Northern Colorado.
After opening the duel against
UNC on Saturday by winning the
doubles point, UM got straight set
wins in the No. 2, 3, 4 and 6 sin-
gles spots to oust the Bears. With
the win, Montana improves to 2-3
in conference play.
Montana won the doubles
points in all three weekend 
matches while senior Cheyne
Ursich was UM’s top singles play-
er, going 2-1 in the No. 4 slot.
Montana (4-15) is next in action
with a road match against
Montana State on Friday.
Four Griz tracksters book
tickets to Des Moines
Senior Alicia Mills qualified for
her third appearance in the NCAA
Midwest Region Championships
on Saturday. At the Montana State
Invitational in Bozeman, Mills
chucked a javelin 145 feet, 7 
inches to qualify for the regional
meet, which will be held May 25-
26 in Des Moines, Iowa.
Senior Robb Hollenbeck (long
jump) and sophomores Logan
Labbe (javelin) and Ryan Grinnell
(triple jump) also qualified for
regionals. The foursome joins the
previously qualified Curtis Bean
(hammer) as the only Griz to qual-
ify for regionals thus far.
Montana also on Saturday
added 14 qualifiers for the Big
Sky Conference championships,
scheduled for mid-May in
Pocatello, Idaho.
Griz football scores seven
times in Billings 
The University of Montana
football team wrapped up spring
drills with a few fireworks on
Saturday, scoring seven touch-
downs in its annual spring game.
Freshmen quarterbacks Jeff
Larson and Andrew Selle took the
majority of the snaps, throwing
for a combined 133 yards and two
touchdowns. Larson also added a
one-yard touchdown run.
Twelve different UM receivers
had receptions on Saturday, most
notably Stuart Mayes, a former
Grizzly basketball player who
hauled in a 22-yard touchdown
pass from Larson.
Sophomore Brandon Fisher led
the defense with seven tackles.
Nearly 5,000 people showed up
to the 45-play scrimmage, held at
Wendy’s Field at Daylis Stadium
in Billings. Montana starts fall
drills on Aug. 9 and opens up its
2007 season with a home game
against Southern Utah on Sept. 1.
Griz lacrosse sweeps
weekend matches
The University of Montana
lacrosse team won all three of its
weekend matches, including a 17-
10 win over in-state rival Montana
State.
UM’s win over MSU avenged
an 11-10 loss to the Bobcats in
Missoula two weekends ago.
Montana also beat Western
Oregon 24-3 in Missoula and
Northern Colorado 15-10 in a
match played in Bozeman. 
Next up for Montana is the
Pacific Northwest Collegiate
Lacrosse League playoffs. The
Griz, a UM club sport who play in
the PNCLL’s “B” division, have
received a bye for the first round.
- Kaimin Sports staff
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Men’s tennis nets weekend wins; closes in on tourney bye
If the Griz were tired on their
third consecutive day of competi-
tion, they didn’t show it.
Montana defeated Weber State
5-2 Sunday afternoon in men’s
tennis action. Rainy weather and
wet courts forced the Griz indoors
at the Missoula Athletic Club for
doubles play, but the two teams
later returned to the Lindsay
Tennis Center on campus for the
singles matches when the weather
cleared.
Montana improved to 4-1 in Big
Sky Conference play and is sitting
alone in second place in the stand-
ings. Sunday’s win, combined
with a crucial 5-2 UM win over
Northern Arizona on Saturday,
increases Montana’s chances of
getting a first-round bye for the
Big Sky Conference tournament.
One more win is all it will take to
seal the deal.
“NAU was the biggest match of
the year for us,” head coach Kris
Nord said. “Emotionally and
physically we put a lot into
(Saturday), and it was a challenge
to come back and get a ‘W.’”
In addition to the two confer-
ence duels, Montana lost a 5-2
match to the University of
Portland on Friday.
The team is used to playing a
couple of matches in a weekend,
but Nord said three is uncommon.
However, it’s good practice for the
tournament, in case they don’t
receive the bye. Montana has
never earned the second seed
before.
“We’ve always had to go out
there and play the first round,”
Nord said. “To get (a bye) would
be an accomplishment for these
guys.”
Montana picked up the doubles
point when senior Stuart Wing and
sophomore Felipe Raw won 8-3,
and senior Brady Tommerup and
freshman Mikolaj Borkowski won
8-6. Tommerup, Borkowski and
Raw, as well as freshman Raydner
Ramos, also picked up singles vic-
tories.
“Going into today we knew it
was going to be a tough one, and
the weather wasn’t in our favor,”
Wing said. “But we played well
and we ended up beating them.”
Wing said he didn’t think the
energy was as good on Sunday
against the Wildcats as it had been
the previous day against NAU.
“We need a little bit more fire
on the courts,” he said. “There
wasn’t as much energy as in the
last two matches, but we did
enough to pull it out.”
Raw said that though the main
concern had been with NAU, the
victory over Weber State was just
as important.
“It’s a big match, it’s a confer-
ence match,” he said. “I think we
played pretty well … I can’t com-
plain.”
Nord couldn’t complain either.
“I like the way our guys have
improved,” he said. “I don’t see
too much to be critical of, espe-
cially on the third straight day.”
AMBER KUEHN
MONTANA KAIMIN
Sports Briefs
Jill Walker
Kaimin Sports
 
ASUM will be hosting a forum
for the two executive candidate
teams at noon today in the UC
South Atrium. 
Current ASUM Vice President
Cedric Jacobson and current sena-
tor Ryan Nalty garnered the most
votes in last week’s presidential
primary election, while senators
Dustin Leftridge and Tara Ness,
who are running for ASUM presi-
dent and vice president, also made
it through the primary vote.
Students are also invited to a
forum featuring the 26 ASUM
senatorial candidates on
Wednesday at noon in the UC
Atrium.
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LOST & FOUND
Silver and blue flash drive in the UC. Call Stephanie
539-4494
FOUND: Women's gold ring found in the UC. Call 370-
1156 to identify 
PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services Here when you
need us. 243-4711
Last week to schedule your free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing appointments…Call 243-4330
today!
April 23rd is the deadline to register for the May 4-6th
Rachel's Vineyard Retreat for healing after abortion.
Contact Susan @ 549-6565
HELP WANTED
We pay up to 75 dollars per survey.
Www.GetPaidToThink.com
Watson Children's Shelter needs assistant aide for
light housekeeping: Sun-Sat. 9:00pm-11:00pm; Mon-
Fri. 11:00pm-6:30am; Sat-Sun. 11:00pm-8:00am.
$7.75 per hour Call 549-0058 or visit our website
www.watsonchildrensshelter.org
SUMMER '07 LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP 28 days/earn
$1000/4 Gen Credits. Fort Knox, Kentucky. Must have
above 2.5 GPA and be physically fit. Airfare, Lodging,
Food included. No obligation for attendance. Call
Dean Roberts at the UM Dept of Military Science @
243-4400 or email dean.roberts@mo.umt.edu. 
WANTED- Summer position available at Lake Coeur
d'Alene home for responsible individual, prefer col-
lege student 20years or older. Must be hard working
and experienced in housekeeping and cooking. Live in
separate cottage, meals provided. At least 40 hours
per week. Approximately June 1-September 15.
Wages $10.50 per hour or higher depending on expe-
rience. Nonsmoking. Send resume to Coeur d'Alene
Land Company, Box 2288, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816.
Camp Make-A-Dream Summer Positions Paid Positions
(June 26-Aughest 11) Volunteer Positions (8 day com-
mitment) Call for information 549-5987 or visit
www.campdream.org
Summer child care needed in my home for 6 & 2 y/o-
weekdays 7 to 5; Linda Vista area; must have
auto/liability ins. Jamie-546-3372
Permanent full-time CUSTOMER SERVICE opportunity
in Missoula with Vanns.com. Position requires a pro-
fessional self-starter with a dedication to customer
service, courteous telephone and email communica-
tion as well as accurate and complete paperwork han-
dling. Willingness to adapt and learn new skills a
must! Please send current resume to: Mike Redler,
VDC Call Center Manager, c/o Vanns.com 3623 Brooks,
Missoula, MT 59801. No drop-ins or phone calls
please. 
Permanent full-time or part-time SALES opportunity
in Missoula with Vanns.com. Position requires a pro-
fessional self-starter with a dedication to providing
professional, prompt and courteous service for all
customers by providing courteous phone answering,
prompt email responses and high level product knowl-
edge. Willingness to adapt and learn new skills a
must! Please send current resume to: Mike Redler,
VDC Call Center Manager, c/o Vanns.com, 3623
Brooks, Missoula, 59801. No drop-ins or phone calls
please. 
Campus Recreation is accepting applications for sum-
mer and/or the 2007-08 academic year for Work-
Study and Non Work-Study part-time student posi-
tions in the areas of: Campus Recreation-Facilities,
Intramural Sports, and Aquatics. Applications can be
picked up at the Fitness and Recreation Center or
Grizzly Pool (aquatics positions). 
Play It Again Sports is seeking FT-PT employees. Retail
sales position-experience a plus, apply at store; 2230
N. Reserve #305 (next to REI)
Wanted: Fulltime (Jun.-Aug.)/ Part-time (Sept.-May)
Counter Sales Representative and Vehicle Service
Attendants. Send resume to: Hertz 5225 W. Broadway
#12, Missoula, MT 59808 or email:
hertzmso@msn.com
Looking for full and part-time help for busy lawn care
company. Must have current drivers license and be
hardworking, dependable and honest. Please call 531-
6980.
1101 S. 3rd St. 1 Bd, Secured luxury condo, garage,
patio, gas fire place, W/D, dishwasher and modern
décor, $1295/mo
Looking for personal care attendants to provide
overnight supports to a young disabled man in his
apartment near the University. Experience with
developmentally delayed people preferred, but not
required. Please call 728-1124 for details. 
Child care facility seeking part-time help for summer
program. Position to start in May, flexible hours. Dave
or Kathy at 549-9845
Green Hanger Laundry/ Cleaners is hiring part-time
laundry attendant/worker. Job entails helping cus-
tomers, laundry, pressing clothes and maintaining  a
clean store. Please be friendly, motivated and have
initiative. 20-30 hrs. per week. Will train. Start
8.80/hr. We promote a drug-free workplace. Apply at
146 Woodford St. 
SERVICES
Got high speed and 15 minutes? I'll show you how to
make money in digital media. Call 239-3106
FOR SALE
Yorkshire Terrier & English Bulldog Puppies, looking
for a nice, lovely and caring family with good home
which will be happy to live with a nice family as well.
The Pups have 100% Health Guarantee, Current on
Vaccinations, Vet Checked, Shots and Worms are Up
to date, Loveable and Adorable. You can get back to
me via email (abbey_br101@yahoo.com) for any ques-
tions for details on pics and price. 
Solid oak dining table with four dining chairs. $300.
Call 243-2601.
Kayak $55 370-5470
FOR RENT
Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS  251-6611
Cheap Charley's Mini Storage-Spring special- pay 2
mos/3rd mo FREE. Tour our facility- get a FREE lock.
721-7277
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Roommate Needed to share 3 bdrm, 2 1/2 bath house
on East Broadway. W/D, Garage, lots of room $400 +
1/3 utilities. Marissa (231) 645-3644
MISCELLANEOUS
WHY RENT? Own your own condo for $74,995
www.mycreeksidecondo.com
BAHA'I FAITH
There is one God; mankind is one; the foundations of
religion are one. - 'Abdu'l-Bahá For local information
call 829-9538. Or on the web: bahai.org or bahai.us
FREE
Copperstone Stor-All Storage Units. One free month
of storage with 3 months agreement. No deposit. One
mile west of Missoula airport, 8700 Roller Coasler Rd.
Call 728-7867
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money. LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u
ASUM candidates to debate
ASHLEY ZUELKE
MONTANA KAIMIN
“All through these discussions,
all the parties … were very
respectful, very professional,” he
said. “They treated each other
with respect because they wanted
to get to a resolution.” 
Despite those good intentions,
both sides were cautious with
what they would sign. Mediations
went past midnight on Wednesday
and continued Thursday of last
week. The final draft was finally
signed on Friday, Foley said. 
“What we got into was a little
bit of word-smithing,” he said. 
The statement they agreed on
acknowledges that Aljama “may
well” have been misidentified, but
stresses that race was not a factor. 
The original conflict began
when Aljama went to the Pickle
Barrel for lunch, and Dutton said
he recognized Aljama as a man
with whom he had a dispute over
a taxi downtown several weeks
before. Dutton refused to serve
Aljama and told him to leave the
eatery. 
Aljama, who speaks limited
English, did leave, but later con-
tacted Kia. Kia and other UM offi-
cials went to the Pickle Barrel.
When they arrived, Wills ordered
the group outside. Wills later said
Aljama was not welcome back in
the store. 
Three weeks after the incident,
ASUM passed a resolution
encouraging the University to bar
Pickle Barrel from the UMoney
program, sparking outcries both
against and in support of the 
sandwich shop. 
“Hindsight is 20/20,” Wills told
the Kaimin on Monday. “Looking
back, there are all kinds of things
that could have been done differ-
ently.” 
Wills said he still supports
Dutton. 
“He felt very confident that day
that he was addressing the right
individual,” Wills said. “But he
also recognizes that he can make a
mistake.” 
In the statement, Wills also
apologized for his disrespectful
treatment to the UM personnel
who came to the store following
the incident with Aljama. 
“John Wills looks forward to
the opportunity to work with the
University to develop a procedure
designed to prevent a similar situ-
ation from ever occurring in the
future,” the statement concludes. 
Foley said UM, too, hopes to
avoid a repeat of the episode. 
“I think some lessons were
learned about interaction with
international students,” he said.
“Looking forward, I think the
University will have more interac-
tions with international students,
to listen and learn. I don’t mean
that as rhetoric. I honestly believe
that.” 
ASUM President Andrea
Helling also participated in the
mediation. Helling said that, in
light of the apology, she will 
likely propose a resolution to the
student government to nullify the
previous resolution. 
“The end result is good for
everybody,” she said.
Kaimin efforts to contact
Aljama for this story were unsuc-
cessful. 
PICKLE BARREL
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